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Social Commission Talk
Prompts Council Inquiry
A 40-page report given to Fr. Drury criticizing the quality of Boston College
social functions has gotten Howe McCarthy and the Campus Council involved in a
joint investigation of a possible university-wide social commission for next year.
The united investigation began
Tuesday when leaders of several
campus activities, learning of the
report before Fr. Drury, expressed concern that Howe McCarthy
was trying to get a proposal for
a social commission approved
without informing the student
body.
As it turned out, there was
no proposal. The report written
by Peter Gately (A&S '67) at
McCarthy's request, merely presented the history of social events
at the school, criticized their
quality, and suggested a social
commission as a means of improvement.

submitted to Ft. Drury by either commission would be run as the
Gately or McCarthy.
central clearing house of all uniThe rumors circulated all day
versity social events.
Tuesday, however, and when they
It would calendar all social
got to Kevin Carmody (CBA '66)
Acting chairman of the Campus events on campus, as the Campus
Council, he assembled an unof- Council is now empowered to do,
ficial group of people to look into but would have no authority to
both the report and McCarthy's either approve or reject dates for
own suggestions for establishing any social event that was not
such a commission for next yeaf. open to the entire university.
Tuesday he and McCarthy met
-Minor clubs sponsoring events
with Gately, Bill Zak (CBA '67), would merely submit the name
Pat Murphy (CBA) '68) Maura and date of their event to
the
Tobin (Ed. '68) and Bill End commission, which would inform
(CBA '69) in the Campus Council
them of all other events schedoffice and opened discussion an uled for that day.
a tentative structure and operaThe commission would also run
There was never any formal tion.
With choreography specially designed for the dustbowl, these two perall university-wide events which
for
to
proposal
According
McCarthy,
such
a
commission
the
one
more
difficult
maneuvers
springtime.
form
of the
in the annual rites of
were run in the past either by
the Campus Council or the Interclass Councils.
The Merclass Councils would
be eliminated completely, since
Boston College has been selected by the Office of Economic Opportunity as a site for an "Upward all their functions would be asBound" program this summer for underprivileged high school students who have the potential to do college sumed by the social commission.
The area where the idea of a
work.
commission runs into potential
As one of the 204 universities been chosen to direct the pro- tors, teachers and students was eration are Tufts, Harvard and opposition from the segments of
and colleges chosen as centers, gram. Having been selected him- formed and a proposal for the Brandeis.
the student body is in universityBC will bring an integrated self only last Monday, Mr. Shel- summer project was readied,
wide
events sponsored by separWhile the specific day-to-day
group of 90 boys and girls of
ate organizations.
high school age from the Boston ton is presently examining the mainly through the efforts of details of the project have not
According to McCarthy, the soarea to the Chestnut Hill campus guidelines for the selection of stu- Mr. Jerry Sutherland of the BC been finalized the format will
cial
commission would contract
School
of
Social
Work
and
Mr.
where they will live for eight dents and teaching and counselroughly consist of basic work in
Brian Marron of the School of
the entertainment for these events
participating
ing
personnel.
English
weeks while
in
Math and
in the mornas it does for all other universityEducation.
workshops designed to improve
ing and workshops in the natural
In March BC along with 1700
events.
wide
proposal
accepted
by
The
was
their remedial skills and enrich other schools and social agencies
and social sciences and the arts
BC received a grant in the
their cultural backgrounds.
afternoon. Coupled with All profits would still go to the
was invited by the Office of Eco- the OEO and
various field
trips, cultural sponsoring organizations, and any
Mr. Ulysses G. Shelton, a nomic Opportunity to submit a of approximately $140,000.
Other
in
events
and
universities
the Bosan athletic program losses would be assumed by the
teacher at Boston English High plan for running an "Upward
School and a former Fulbright Bound" program. An advisory ton area participating in "Up- the students will be exposed to social commission.
Members of these organizations
teacher grantee in Turkey has committee of twelve administfa- ward Bound's" first year of op- an exciting college experience.
have expressed some reservations
about permitting a social commission to select the entertainment
for dances they sponsor, and upon
whose revenue they are depend-

Ballet To Spring

BC Hosts Government Program

Sodality, Residents Plan
Coffee House In Dorms

A committee composed of members of the Council of Resident
Men and the Sodality met last
Tuesday to formulate plans for
an on campus "Social Club-Coffee
House." A room in O'Connell Hall
had been proposed as the site of

the club.
The committee has distributed
flyers throughout the dormitories
in order to express their preference for entertainment which
might include "rock, folk, poetry
reading and plays, discussion
groups with faculty (patterned
Funeral services

.held

were

Tuesday in Eastport,

for Michael Y.
Healy, CBA '66.
Healy was killed April 29
in -an automobile accident
at Beacon and Hammond
Streets.
He is survived by his
parents and a younger
brother.
Maine,

..

University Chorale Will Perform
Annual Home Concert In Roberts

after the Cheverus Club's lectures), or discotheque
dates-

.

The University Chorale under the direction of C.
Alexander Peloquin will present its annual Home Concert at 8 p.m. this Sunday in Roberts Center.
As it is planned, the entertain-

dancing."

ment will include presentations by
both professionals and students.
Tentatively the club will be open
for dates from Thursday through
Sunday nights.
Assuming that student opinion is
favorable, the committee will
meet in the future with FYs. Hanrahan and Drury to determine
whether the venture will receive
final administration approval and
to settle any complicating details
involved. One such detail is to
determine whether such a coffee
shop would be in violation of the
Newton zoning laws.
Nevertheless, several members
of the committee have expressed

The program is quite varied,
containing music from three different Broadway shows, a single
selection of Bach, and an original
composition by Dr. Peloquin.

Rodger's Sound of Music and a
medley from Bernstein's West
Side Story. Dr. Peloquin will then
conduct his own composition, the
Song of Daniel,' featuring TerThe program opens with CharDwyer as the solo cantor.
rence
pentier's Laudate Dominum, a
The
program
will conclude with
joyous piece of music for the
shortest psalm in the Bible. Fol- the traditional school songs.
lowing a flute solo by Deborah
Bessonney, the Chorale will perform Bach's Sleepers Awake a la
swingle.
A trumpet solo by John TramNEWS
pani and a piano solo by Phil New blood in the Theology DeMartel are also included in the partment. Three professors hired
first half of the program. The
pg. 3
for next year
Chorale will do Sullivan's trium- A&S Student Charter finally
confidence that the coffee house phant March of the Peers before passed by
the Senate and sent
will be accepted by the adminis- closing out the first half with
pg. 4
to the Dean
tration.
a medley from Gershwin's Porgy FEATURES
If it is accepted, the coffee and Bess.
Robert Sullivan examines the
house will be opened in SeptemAfter intermission the Chorale Church's teaching on birth conber.
will perform two selections from
trol
pg. 5

ent.

The commission would have its
own separate budget of approximately $10,800, which was the
money that this year's Interclass
Councils received from the $5 student government fee.
Carmody is currently attempting to establish an official Campus Council commission to report
on the feasibility of such a commission. Also, if the commission
is deemed wise, the committee
will report on how and when it
can best be implemented.

TAhroeuH
nd eights
Junior Show Review: For a few,
brief, shining moments Phil DiBelardino reviews the producpg. 8
tion of Camelot
SPORTS

Interview with BC track star John
pg. 10
Fiore
Baseball team seeking championship in Greater Boston League
and possible bid to NCAA pg. 12
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Last Heights
The final edition of The Heights
for this semester will appear next
Friday, May 13.
Any organization wanting final
publicity for upcoming events or
any clubs wishing to list new officers for next year should send
copy to McFJlroy 102 by 4 p.m.
Monday, May 9.

MoraTl heology
Rev. Bernard Haring, C.SS.R.,
will give a lecture on"The Renewal of Moral Theology in the
Light of the Second Vatican Council," Thurs., May 12, at 8 p.m.
in Bapst Auditorium.
Ft. Haring, one of the eminent
theologians of our day, is Professor of Moral Theology at the Collegio Sant' Alfonso in Rome and
is currently serving as Visiting
Professor at Brown University.
The lecture is being offered by
the Boston College Theology Department. It is free and open to
the public.
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OPPOSITE PRUDENTJAL TOWER
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Pinkerten's Inc.

to die In ma dpid
"A MASTERPIECE

flit*, cihdu

dents interested in the future development of Boston College's
theology program are invited to
attend an informal reception to be

Heights Photo by Ted Lawson

war - a masterpiece!

?

Theology majors and other stu-

held in the President's Room,
McElroy Commons, on Monday,
May 9, from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.,
New members' of the Theology
Department will be introduced,
and plans for the expansion of
Variety Show
A Student Faculty Variety Show the theology program will be dissponsored jointly by the Sopho- cussed.
more class in Nursing and the
Committee on Day Student Affairs will be held on Thursday
Fine Arts Flick
and Friday, May 12th and 13th
at 8:15 p.m. in Campion AuditoriThe next film in the current
um.
Fine Arts film series is "The
The program will consist of a Kremlin." It will be shown in
variety of acts, including song,
Campion 1, May 10 at 4:15 p.m.
dance and comedy routines.

A CLASSIC elegy on a bitter

SHOWN AT 2

Theology Reception

Boston College has received a
$1,000 grant for unrestricted use
from the Gull Oil Corporation.
The grant was made under
Gulf's Aid-to-Education Program.
Institutions eligible for unrestricted grants are those which
are privately operated and controlled and which obtain a major
portion of their financial support
from non-tax sources.
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Theology Dept. Appoints
Three New Professors

In conjunction .with the current renewal of the Theology Department, Fr.
William Leonard, S.J., has announced the appointment of three new professors.
Dr. David Neiman is the first
Jewish professor appointed to the
theology faculty. He has studied
at the City College of New York,
the University of Chicago, and
the Dropsie College for Hebrew
and Cognate Learning. He has
been an instructor on the staff of
the New School for Social Research in New York and an asso-

ciate professor at Brandeis University.
Next year Dr. Neiman will offer
three courses for seniors and
graduate students: a study of the
Book of Genesis in the light of
archaelogical discoveries in the
Near East; an examination of
Hebrew literature contemporary
with the New Testament; and a

DormMOeStningJit ituation

ReByCsaidnceltdCouncils

The officers of the three resident dormitory councils have decided not to go ahead with a proposal to
hold a campus conference to investigate housing conditions in the women's dormitories.
At a joint meeting held in Murray Conference Room last Monday, the three councils chose to
scrap a proposal made by John
Gorman (A&S '66) that they sponsor a campus-wide study of the
housing conditions.
Gorman, former secretary of
the Council of Resident Men and
current president of the North
proposed a formal meeting or dorAnd University Residence Halls,
maue the suggestion of a conference in a speech delivered last
week.
At the time of his suggestion,
an informal representation of the
dorm councils for the resident
men and the women in nursing,

B
CBA anquet

ThisMonday

The tenth annual Sullivan
Award Banquet for the College of
Business Administration is to be
held this year on Monday, May
16th, at 7:30 p.m. in Welch Dining
Hall.
It is the one function during the
year in which each student has a
chance to attend an activity of
CBA with his father or some close
friend.
The Sullivan Award Banquet
was initiated to honor the outstanding senior in the College of
Business Administration, one who
possesses all the qualities admired by-the administration and
his fellow students.
This year the guest speaker will
be Mr. William Sullivan, the President of the Boston Patriots Football Club.

proposed a formal meeting of dormitory officers to plan the confer-

ence.
When the officers met last Monday night, however, they decided
that there was not sufficient time
to organize a conference, plan
agendas and select appropriate
delegates.
They also expressed concern
that if the conference did not
have proper organization, its failure would seriously damage the
reputation of maturity and leadership that the councils are trying
to cultivate.
Instead of continuing with the
plans for the conference, the of-

ficers decided that the wisest
move would be for the two girls
dorm councils to stabilize their
own interior operations before attempting something as large as a
campus conference.
As- it stands, the nursing dormitory council doesn't even have a
constitution yet, and the nursing
officers left Monday's meeting
with a promise of assistance from
resident men and education women in finishing their constitution.
The education dormitory council
has just recently had its constitution approved by Fr. Drury and
the Campus Council. It will hold
its first election of officers on
May 12 from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

study of the history of Judea from

450 B.C. until 135 A.D.
Dr. Mary Daly will become the
first woman to serve as a professor in the Theology Department.
She has studied at Catholic University, St. Mary's at Notre
Dame, and the University of Fribourg in Switzerland, and has
taught at Cardinal Cushing College, the University of Ottawa,
St. Mary's College, and the Institute dc Hautes Etudes at Fribourg.

Besides teaching core courses
next year, Dr. Daly will offer
an elective on the thought of
Paul Tillich.
Also appointed to the theology
faculty is Mr. Paul D. Felton who
will complete his doctoral studies
at Marquette University this fall.
Mr. Felton was ordained to the
Episcopalian ministry in 1952, but
was later converted to Catholicism and taught at St. Joseph's
College in Philadelphia.
Another innovation announced
by Fr. Leonard is an advanced
placement program in theology
which will be offered to selected
members of the incoming freshman class. Students whose talents and previous religious instruction qualify them for this
program will follow an accelerated pattern of core courses and
then be offered their choices of
electives in fields of special interest to them.

Big Surf At Roberts
Live from Beverly Hills, California, were the Beach Boys, all five of them,
capping the most successful Junior Week ever held at BC.

DayStudenC
s' ommittee

OvGerneightts
Facilities

The Committee on Day Student Affairs announced
this week the opening of limited overnight facilities in
O'Connell Annex.
Day Students wishing to stay
late to attend a lecture or any
other campus activity will be
housed in Room #5 of the Annex
for a fee of $.50. The project is
expected to soon outgrow its initial capacity of six students. The
Chairman of the Committee,
though pleased at this sign of

Bermuda Report: Find
?Horror Show? Wasn't

The BC Eagle doesn't get full
credit for the "horror shows" allegedly presented by Boston College students visiting in Bermuda
for the Easter vacation, according to the Director of the island's
Trade Development Board.
In a reply to a letter from the
Heights asking about alleged incidents involving BC, Director
W. J. Williams said that it is im-

tor-in-Chief Bill Waldron, Mr. Williams wrote, "It is true that in
the fourth and final week we experienced some poor behavior
with a small group of visiting stu-

"In investigating these incidents we could not ascertain
names of students from those
complaining, and could only gather that when asked the students
said they were from Boston College or were identified by the fact
that they wore BC tee shirts.

The Heights wishes to apologize for an unintentional omission
which occurred in its April 29 edi-

tion.
The article on page 4 headlined
"Fr. Walsh Announces Six Faculty Promotions" should contain
the following paragraphs:
Fr. Gauthier holds degrees from
Trinity College in Hartford, Weston College, and Laval University
in Quebec.
He is currently director of both
the Summer School in Spain program and the Junior Year Abroad
program, and was formerly director of the A&S Honors Program.
Dr. Simone has published articles on "Statistics in Economics
and Business"; "Applications of
Finite Mathematics to the Social
Management
Sciences;"
and
"Logical Models for Production
Management"; and "Linear ProQueen of the Junior Prom, Judy Lorden with Prom Chairman Mike O'Neil
gramming."
(left) and date Jerry Hickman.

How Would You Like To Be...

signed for late study. The room,
operating on a first come first
serve basis, is available from
Monday through Thursday, with
reservations not allowed more
than five days in advance.

possible to state definitely that
Boston College students were reAny questions about this project
sponsible for the incidents.
or any other project sponsored by
Reports heard on campus after the C.D.S.A. will be answered at
the Easter vacation told of a a meeting on May 9, at 4:00 p.m.
group of students touring the in Murray Conference Room.
island wearing BC tee shirts and Members and non-members are
little or nothing else.
urged to attend this last meeting
Answering an inquiry from Edi- of the year.

dents.

Correction

progress, warned students not to
expect this arrangement to be
ideal.
To reserve a space, a student
can register at Fr. Hanrahan's office during his regular hours.
The purpose of the room is to
give day students a more equal
opportunity to participate in university activities. It is not die-

"We have considered this
matter very seriously and conclude that with no names or
identification of actual students
available, it would be very difficult to pinpoint any particular
college as guilty of misbehavior.
"We understand that BC tee
shirts can be easily purchased by

non-BC students and that a college boy saying he is from a certain college bears little credence
if he wishes not to be identified.
One student who was apprehended for such incidents as you mention did not, in fact, come from
BC but from another school.
"In the light of the above, it is
most unfortunate that BC should
have become the center of such
unfavorable publicity when there
were some 3,000 students on the
Island at this time and we cannot
say definitely that men from your
college were responsible."

ROTC3Sophs

SecureGrants

Three BC sophomores have
been awarded full tuition scholarships by the Army ROTC program. William Sammon, Richard
Lyko, and Carmine Egidio, all
A&S '68, will have the expenses
of tuition, books, and fees paid by
the U.S. Army starting next year.
In addition to this, they will receive an allowance of $50.00 per
month.
The scholarships awarded are
among 251 distributed among 89
universities in the First Army
Area. The three BC cadets had to
have exceptional academic averages to qualify for the grants)
plus the recommendation of the
ROTC cadre at BC.
The requirements for the scholarship include continued participation in the ROTC and acceptance of a Regular Army Commission, if offered, after graduation.
ROTC participation will entail a
six-week summer camp between
the junior and senior years and
attendance at on-oampus classes
and drills. The Regular Army
Commission involves a total of
four years of active duty for reserve officers.
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A&S Senators Forward
Charter To Dean Willis
tire structure became bogged
down in attempts to negotiate
minor regulations.
This year the Senate shifted its
concept of the code to that of a
student charter.
approval.
The charter would consist of a
A committee has been empow- general statement of student
ered by the Senate to negotiate rights and responsibilities.
the Charter with the Dean, apAppended to this "billof rights"
proving what changes or modifi- would be a list of specific college
cations it deems prudent or ne- regulations.
cessary.
These regulations could be
The version of the Charter which amended at any time without afthe Senate finally approved repre- fecting the general and relatively
sents a union of two concepts of permanent structure of the charwhat a student charter should en- ter.
The version which the Senate
tail.
Last spring, when the Senate
first began discussing the Charter, sentiment among the Senators
apparently favored drafting charter?or "code of ethics" as it was
then known?which would essentially codify the list of college
Master Sergeant Toplyn of the
regulations governing A&S student BC ROTC will be leaving BC this
Hie.
spring for Korea and his fifth
As the Senate sought student tour of duty overseas.
suggestion and opinion on the MSgt. Toplyn entered the Army
code, progress In drafting the en- in World War II and served as a
The A&S Student Senate has
a still-pliable
version of a student charter and
sent the package to Dean Willis
for inspection, consultation and
finally lOckaged

approved this week is essentially
a combination of these two concepts of the student charter.
The first portion is a three page
statement of "student rights and
responsibilities" both as an individual and, more particularly, as

a student.

It guarantees "the individual
student has the basic human freedoms to think, speak and act as
he wishes, provided his thought,
speech or actions do not compromise the similar liberties of
other individuals."
The second section of the charter is a hold-overfrom the earlier
attempt to codify the regulations.

plgynt.
ROTCToSEnds

DBuKCtoy;reN
Ias
ext

MOTHER'S DAY GIFT OVERSEAS: CARE will send a special food packoverseas to a hungry mother and her family. Interested? New EngFirst Sergeant in the southwest age
land Regional Office, 120 Boylston Street. Or call 542-5387.
of
the
course
During
Pacific.
the
war he was stationed in Australia, New Guinea, and the Philippines.
In September of 1945 he was assigned to service in Germany for

four years. He later served on a
second assignment in Europe.
Following his second assignment
in Europe, MSgt. Toplyn was assigned to the Boston University
ROTC. From B.U. MSgt. Toplyn
was sent to Iran for three years,
an assignment he considers one of
the highlights of his career.
MSgt. Toplyn's thirteen - month
tour in Korea will give him total
of more than fourteen years in
overseas assignments. Once it is
completed, he looks forward to
coming home to spend as much
time as possible with his family.

You Meet The Nicest People
Kathleen McDevitt, Ed. '69, pauses outside Roncalli Hell to catch a few
sun reys, while Wild One, George Viens pauses with his camera to cetch
her. Nice catch, George.

I
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WANTED:
25 CAMPUS LEADERS
FOR NEW TECHNICAL
MARKETING PRO6RAM

Requirement!: All disciplines considered (including
math, business, economics, Industrial Management or
I English), top third of class. Demonstrated leadership
H qualities, business oriented, strong desirefor marketing
management after completion of our one-year Merchandise Marketing Program, districtsales assignments and
\u25a0 7-10 years management orientation.
Potential Salary: $18,000 and up.
Interested?Act Now. Send resume to Mr. M. W. Hopft.
Merchandise Marketing Program, General Electric Co.,
Building 2, Room 704, Schenectady, New York. Only
35 men will be selected.Candidateswho successfully
pass initial screening will be invited for interviews

I

immediately

I
H

M

ELECTRIC
AH MAML OfPOATUNfTY EMPLOYER

Band Banquet Marked
By Awards, Elections

Last Monday night the Boston
College Band held its annual
"breakup" banquet at Elks Lodge
N0.2199 in Brighton center. The
evening featured the election of
next year's band officers and the
presentation of several awards to
band members.
Three awards were presented
to band members at the banquet.
Sam Sullivan, A&S 67, the Color
Guard Commander, was the recipient of the newly established
Colonel Kelley Award.
The award is named for Col.
Edward Kelley, the band's first

drill instructor, and is presented
to the member of the marching
band who best exemplifies the
spirit and dedication of the late
Col. Kelley.
The annual Sam Farday, "Unsung Hero Award", went this year
to Bob Reynolds, A&S 66, for his
many contributions to the band
over the last four years.
Also honored for exceptional
dedication to the band was Paul
Kent Bailey. Mr. Bailey received
a plaque in recognition of his
efforts.

SUMMER JOBS
EARN
$
1250 to »3000

II

WITH NO EXPERIENCE
plus

I
I

$

12,000 Srplus

TIME FOR SUN AND FUN

I

(or Classes)

H

Campus Interviews

I

I

1:00 and 3:00 P.M.
Date: Monday, May 9
Place: Room 116, McElroy Commons
?
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The Year of the Pill

by Robert Sullivan

Nineteen sixty-six may well go
down in the history of the Church
as the Year of the Pill. This topic
bids fair to eclipse all others, including peace, poverty and the
bases of belief, in ecclesiastical
circles and in the minds of millions of lay people.
In a way, this is rather
strange, since it should now be
clear that the debate over artificial contraception is all but

and Cardinal Doepfner, far from
being thrust into an apostolic penitentiary, has been appointed to
the second papal commission.
It is reported that hundreds of
confessors in this country are now
permitting married couples to
practice contraception. Their number increases daily, as does the
number of Catholics taking their
advice. Statistics are hard to
ended. Reduced to its simplest come by, but a National Fertility
year by the
terms, the question is no longer Study undertaken last
reports
U.
S.
Government
that
whether the Roman Church will
change its teaching on birth 21% of Catholic wives under 45
pill. The
control, but how soon the change use or have used the
figure for non-Catholics is only

will come.

29%.
The Church is attempting to
take cognizance of the modern
world. Among other changes in
the conditions of life which have
occurred since the fourteenth century is the staggering rise in population.
tradition which climaxed in Casti

Approval of some form of artificial contraception has been in
the theological cards since Pius
Xll's celebrated approval of the
rhythm method. I am convinced
that Rhythm will one day stand
out as the decisive break with the
Connubii.

Pius sanctioned human controls
on the conjugal act, controls which
are not rendered 'natural' in the
context of married life simply by
being complicated and ineffective.
As in so many other instances,
the late Holy Father builded bet-

creatures
SchoWiltuScandal
by Thomas Delaney, S.J.
HEIGHTS reviewers tend to be
somewhat hyper-criitical of performances they review, whether
these be lectures, plays, concerts,
or whatever. This slight bias need
not vitiate their work, as long as
they base their criticisms on valid
grounds.

However, the review of SCHOOL
FOR SCANDAL did not seem, to
me, at least, to be very objective.
In this, Mr. Stone's second attempt this year at drama criticism
(cf. his review of MAN FOR ALL
SEASONS), his opinions of the
performance appear to be overly
prejudiced by his ideas of the
play itself.
He first takes the Dramatic Society to task for choosing the
play, and trying to do "safe"
plays so as not to lose their audience. Even granting a certain
merit to such criticism, I wander
if it was best done in the context
of a review. His harsh and sometimes sarcastic words set the
wrong tone for the review that
followed.
If the Dramatic Society is to
be critictoed for their lack of or-

marks are about such vague failings as "bad acting" and "poor
timing.''

What specifically was wrong?
Did the actors fall asleep while
giving their lines? Or were they
unprepared, or stiff and hesitant
in their movements about the
stage? Such vagueness, \u25a0coupled
with some of his purple patches,
is a smoke-screen covering for a
not very penetrating review.
In his criticisms of individual
performers, he expressed himself
somewhat more fully, though not
in all cases adequately. Although
I disagree with many of his opinions, he has at least presented
something substantial to disagree

with.

But there is one remark I must
take exception to here. He writes,
"Line after line of humor and
necessary information was lost by
lapses in the most mechanical
prerequisites of acting." The reaction of the audience said otherwise.
Their frequent, hearty laughter
indicates that they got most of the
jokes with no trouble. This could
iginality and lack of progressivemess, why not devote a separate be a further indication that Mr.
article to this topic? A forum on Stone's prejudice towards the play
"The Dramatic Society, 1965-66," kept him from being able to apmight raise a few questions preciate the humor that everyone
and bring a few answers that else so obviously found.
would profit everyone. Included
At this point I would also quesin this review, though, such tion the editorial policy of the
criticism simply puts Mr. Stone HEIGHTS. When the HEIGHTS
in die position of unfavorable prints an article as a review,
judge even before he begins should not the review take the
discussing the production.
performance itself more into conAs for his criticism of the pro- sideration, and be a fair critique
duction, most of Mr. Stone's re- of what was done?

ter than he knew.
The really critical point is not
how but whether conception shall
be controlled and the approval of
deliberate controls is a greater
step than the approval of any particular means. Having approved
control, the Church really cannot
help approving some effective
means. At the moment, it looks
like the pill.
Some will say that the socalled Indications of a coming
change are but straws in a wind
about to die, but there are already enough of them aloft to
choke the defenders of haphazard procreation.
To consider just a few: aside

from Pius Xll's endorsement of
the rhythm method, the fathers
at the Vatican Council are said
to have yielded to papal pressure
on birth control, but they inserted
their reference in a decidedly ambiguous manner.
Their famous footnote is something less than a ringing affirmation of Casti Connubii and the
opinion it has come to symbolize.
On the other hand, the Council
emphasized the role of conjugal
love in marriage.
The first papal commission set
up to deal with birth controJ
ended in total deadlock. The second papal commission is also reported to be stalled. Obviously,
deadlock means that a change at
sorts has already occurred.
Some 'defenders of Church tradition' have taken comfort from
the fact that Cardinal Ottaviani
is chairing the new commission.
But when the Watchdog of Orthodoxy himself denounces the tactics of the Holy Office, anything
can happen.
The London Tablet recently
revealed that His Eminence,
Julius Cardinal Doepmer, Archbishop of Munich, "expressed
no objection," in the words of a
Munich Chancery official, to a
pastoral communication sent to
priests in the archdiocese. This
document condoned the use in
marriage, in certain circumstances, of artificial contraception.
It would be naive to assume

that the entire Archdiocese of
Munich lacks even one curate
who would consider it his duty
to bring such instructions to the
attention of higher authorities.
tThe instructions continue in force

The great problem is less and
less how to breed enough people
to sustain the race and more and
more how to prevent crushing
overpopulation. This is a fundamental shift and it must be
grasped even by the venerable
ecclesiastics in the highest strata
of the Roman Church.
Some form of birth control is
the only solution unless Roman
policy-makers are willing to
proclaim their intellectual and
moral bankruptcy by announcing that the solution lies in a
providential nuclear holocaust,
cyclic famine, colonization of

the moon or some other such
idiocy.
People have a right to expect
that the Church will manage to
do something more than map out
an itinerary for the Four Horse-

men.

With sufficient diligence and ingenuity, some effective form of
artificial contraception can be justified. Rome has long distinguished itself for just these qualities and they are clearly in great
abundance in our own day
The only real difficulty lies in
the neccessity of reversing a
traditional stance. However, the
problem is so great and so
pressing that Tradition will just
have to yield in this instance
as it has yielded several times
on each of the questions of war,
usury, the circumstances of conversion, heliocentriclty, liberty
of conscience, etc.
A papal pronouncement is rumored for this coming summer.
If it should be negative, what
would be the consequences? Many
would leave the Church; many
would continue to practice both
contraception and the Catholic
faith, secure in their own consciences; the specter of schism
would loom in Europe; the Church
would surely lose its toehold in
South America and solemly exclude itself from the Orient.
Doubtless, this mass exodus would
have financial repercussions.
The cynical will say that the
(Continued on Page Nine)

What's Good for GM
Is Good for RC
by George Tetzel
Father Cartier Cash, pastor of
St. Ignoranza of the Nouveau
Riche, unveiled last Monday plans
to bring the parish "out of the
twenties and into the ticker-tape
age," so -to - speak.
St. Igy's which is located on the
corner of Comingwealth Avenue
and St. Much More Drive, has
long been a haven for second generation social climbers and would-

In response to a recent rumor
of an increased minimum wage,
Father Cash announced that St.
Igy's was being forced to raise
the admission price of the Low
Mass to $1.50 and of the High
Mass to $1.75 (orchestra and balcony seats slightly higher).
The recent success of the gold
and jewel drive was a particular
joy to Pastor Cash. "We now
plan to run a fur drive in May.
Old minks, chinchillas, foxes and
sables will also have a communicounter installed in the rear of
the church which wiE give an accurate figure on the number of
communicants in the parish." We
plan to do St. Igy's up big, nothing gaudy mind you, simple but

elegant."
The biggest change, however,

"Nothing gaudy, mind you

. .."

Cash saved for the end. Because
of the new $10,000 altar, the new
chalice and the new vestments,
the church needed a new symbol
for a new age.
"The traditional crucifix will
no longer do.
"People living in the twentieth
century- don't know what the
cross signifies; therefore, we
plan to modify it in order to
give the people a more mean-

be trolley-car aristocrats. To keep
in tempo with the fervor of the ingful contemporary image."
parish and the new age of the When completed in September,
Church, Father Cash drew up his the new crucifix will have a jade
plans.
Christ nailed to a sterling silver
"First we're going to install dollar sign. The dollar sign, especially created by Tiffany and Compay confessionals. Besides being financially beneficial to the pany, will be an intricate work of
parish, the new system will help thirty individual silver pieces.
eradicate sin. People will really "People will then have a better
begin to understand the pain of uriderstanding of what American
sin when it hits them in tin Catholicism is all about," concluded Cash with a smile.
pocketbook."
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Last week The Heights, in an editorial entitled A Social Community, proposed the greater utilization of existing
campus facilities to alleviate the crying
needs of the student body. It is with this
goal in mind that the Heights' Forum
this week suggests some definitely feasible possibilities for alterations and improvements. The criterion used is simple: how to provide the greatest improvement for the BC student within the
scope of present financial and physical
resources.
Perhaps the most significant room for
improvement lies in McElroy Commons.
McElroy, supposedly a student union,
fails to fulfill that role due to restrictions on its present facilities and the assignment of large sections to uses which
could be easily transferred to other facilities. Specifically we would like to see
the transfer of the Placement Office and
its accompanying job interviews, possibly
to the south wing of Lyons Hall. The
present office could be converted into a
much needed study lounge or game
room and the rooms along the first floor
corridor could be converted into lounges.
One of the larger rooms should be equip-

'

well as overly extravagant parish
'plants' (complete with million
dollar gymnasiums, no less), instead of putting at least part of
that fortune towards the service
of Christianity, have earned Bishop Sheen the enmity of the leading (financial) circles in the
Church and the distinctionof being
banned by the Vincentians of St.
John's as controversial.
No one is asking that all Church
services be held in full Puritan
rigor, but is there any need to
run to the opposite extreme and
lay out the Eucharistic table in
Jovian splendor?
Spertcer G. Weig
A&S '66

More Horatios
To the Editors:
Amongst the myriad of criticisms that I read concerning our
university, I happend to come
across (Richard Sawaya's article,

which appeared in last week's
edition of the Heights.
Aside from his comical introduction, he obviously displays a
realistic familiarity with the present situation up here in the dorms.
(The more I look about, the more
Horatios I see all over the place.)
The constructive suggestions
that he presents are the most
down to earth that have yet to
be offered. He realizes, however,
what the stumbling blocks to his
plan are. In the long run, I feel
that the powers that be would do
well for all parties concerned, including themselves, to start thinking about what can be done about
the present situation.
'David T. Griffith
Kieran in your last issue. The
CBA '68
comparison she attempts to draw
between the student's demands for
edible food and the pastor of St.
Ignatius's demand for gold, silver,
and precious stones, is not at all
To the Editor:
valid.
In the case of the dormitory It must be said that the critics
food situation, the students were of Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam make
simply asking that they receive a interesting (if hardly heartening)
just return for the $975 they were reading. One could not but be
paying each year to the Adminis- struck by their ardent defense of
tration for room and board. Con- "the expensive new liturgy" (as
trary to the implications of the John Leo labelled it in Commonletter, this was not a demonstra- weal), and, paralleling this, their
tion of gourmandizers lusting for stern condemnation of luxury and
hypocrisy at BC.
their next exotic banquet.
group
of stuIt was simply a
Regarding the latter, any inteldents who were tired of unhealthy, lectually serious critic of BC life
unappetizing, and undercooked could find such charges grofood and were bled dry after a tesquely amusing, were it not for
few years of having to spend an their pervading tone of imbecile
extra five dollars a week for real self-righteousness. One can only
food somewhere else.
conclude that they were written
Sister's logic seems to imply in ignorance of the facts of life at
that it will somehow or other ben- BC and/or of the nature of civilefit the poor if the students were ized living.
to simply sit still and eat what
On the other hand, regarding
the old Administration food servtheir apologies for warship by conice set forth on the luxurious
spicuous consumption, simple consteam-trays and forgot about those
demnation would be both inadeprofits which were flowing into
and unfair. Such views are,
the school at the expense of the quate all,
after
the product, albeit
well-beingstudents' health and
of a society,
unrefined,
rather
To get to the other point,
common to all of us,
though, there is a definite abuse more or less
in which keeping up with the
connected with the pastor's reengraved on
quest for extra baubles, an abuse Joneses has become
the communal psyche. Yet, in this
which is itself connected with the
heralded age of religious renewal,
problem of hunger in India.
one could wish for rhetoric a little
If Sister wishes to listen to a
less worn (quoting out of context
really vitriolic attack on the badevice!). Certainly,
roque triumphialism and ostenta- is such a tired
opinions cannot be other than
such
tious extravagance of the Ameri- dismaying
to those who have high
can Church, I refer her to Bishop
hopes for a new vision of man in
Fulton Sheen.
our time?and, so we are told,
His attacks on the way that the
"Where there is no vision, the
Church pours its money into "ma- people perish" (Proverbs 29:18).
(to
use her own
terial honor"
words) in the form of tasteless
John Simon
chalices and monster ances as
A&S '67

Jovian Splendor?

The People Perish

Once again the student body is faced mittee to seek possible solutions. Clearly
with the absurdity of the pre-registration some change is in order.
situation at Boston College. Department
chairmen and night-duty janitors have
In answer to the demands for better
become accustomed to the spectacle of food, Saga Food Service has replied afstudents sleeping overnight in front of firmatively; it seems only fair that the
department offices and standing on the students reply similarly to Saga's request
steps of Bapst at four in the morning. that they bus their own dish trays. HowDisgruntled students, faculty, and adminever, the approximately 30% of the
istrators seem to feel that the problem trays which are left on the tables at
cannot be averted, that it is part of colevery meal indicates that the students
lege life.
responsible are not only inconsiderate?
We do not feel that this attitude is but plainly ignorant.
either correct or helpful. While not pretending to have the solution to an adCongratulations and encouragement
mittedly complex problem, we feel that
an answer must be found. With all the are due the Sodality for initiating the
organizational minds we have at BC, idea of an on-campus coffee house in
there must be one that can come up with O'Connell Annex. This proposal now bea substitute for the taxing, unfair, and ing considered by a Dorm Council comdisappointing display that goes on every mittee would substantially improve this
campus' moribund social condition. We
year.
hope that the dorm council committee
In short, we feel that those concerned with student problems should estabwill avoid its usual procrastinations so
lish immediately in the heat of the momthat the coffee house will be a,reality in
September.
ent when everyone is dissatisfied, a com-
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?'"To the Editors:
The adrriinistraition went t6 the
expense of printing a brochare to
promote the Senior Gift Program,
so I guess someone should comment on it.
The center section of the booklet consists of three pictures depicting the Boston College of
yesterday, today and tomorrow.
The BC of yesterday gives the
impression of a stately and inspiring institution located on the
shores of someplace as beautiful
as Lake Geneva.
The BC of Today resembles an
auto factory with cars streaming
out of McEtroy (with its aircraft
carrier roof).
The picture of the BC of Tomorrow is either outdated or indicative of some remarkable changes:
the Lawrence Resevoir will be
dredged after BC fills it and the
three new dormitories will be torn
down.
The latter situation, however,
is not impossible if one can believe the caption from the Yesterday photo: "Yesterday a mere
twenty-five years ago Boston College consisted of permanent

ped as a Hi-fi room, a popular feature on
other campuses, open to both dorm students and commuters. The Snack Bar
should be kept open until 12:30 or 1:00,
especially on weekends. In addition all
lounge facilities should be kept open until one o'clock.
Another acute area of need is the
expansion of the library hours. Although
we applaud the recent decision to open
the stacks on Sundays, we feel that the
demand among the students would be
sufficient to justify also keeping the library open until at least 12:00 in the
evening. We would also like to see an
8:00 a.m. opening.
In the same vein of study facilities buildings."
we feel that arrangements should be
made to open classrooms for studying on Perhaps, the pictures and
the days before exams and quarterlies. phrases in the brochure are deAnother easily made improvement would ceiving. Were they meant to be?
be the installation of vending machines
Tom Lynch
A&S '66
in the night office to dispense soda, candy and sandwiches.
All of these proposals share a common factor; they could be easily implemented at little cost. We feel that the
administration should seriously consider To the Editor:
their implementation over the summer I would like to take issue with
vacation.
the remarks made by Sister M.
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Heights Forum:

What To Do Now

by Mike Egger

Richard Sawaya's article last week in The Heights "Forum" struck the surface of the Boston College problem of facilities by pointing up the weakness in the
policies now governing the dormitory community. His emphasis on what can we
do now to make conditions better-, is the approach I wish to take on a university
level.
If we are emerging from the
Dark Ages of Boston College as
many would tell us, then perhaps
the scepticism that has surrounded the students' view of administrativedecisions can be dismissed.
If so, we can begin to think of
positive solutions to the many
problems that plague this university in the use of its facilities.
We could lament forever, with
little argument or progress that
we are not a fantastically endowed and financed university
able to construct "tall buildings
in a single bound." But the facts
are the facts, and all will admit
that we are limited in space at
the present time. I will not discuss it further
construction is
the only answer to some of our
problems, but this is so far in
the future that there can be no
excuse for the present poor implementation of what we have.
I am not among those who cry
down the fantastic growth of Boston College in recent years as
the death of"the old BC we
knew and loved." For the most
part it is better off dead. But the
?

obvious growth in the physical
plant has not been made to meet
the demands of tiie large student
body now attending the university.
Some would find the answer to
problems of limited facilities in
a limiting of enrollment. This
would probably end some of the
difficulties, but is clearly not an
adequate solution. Such a move
would further limit university finances and, more importantly,
would deny a good number of
prospective students the chance to
fulfill their desire to study at Boston College.
Clearly the answer lies in a
more enlightened use of the
present physical plant coupled
with a previously-wanting understanding of student needs and
desires. As long as administrators continue to think in terms
of new buildings and mere classroom and bed space for stu-

The most obvious facilities that,
with a little work could solve a
great many of the small, irritating problems of life at BC are
Bapst Library and McElroy Commons. McElroy, in design, appears to be a student union of
some sort; but it remains in fact
an eating place for the students
and faculty and a meeting place
for official subgroups of the community.

OPEN

7 to 10:30.
could be partitioned to provide of- would include pool tables, ping
fice space for regular staff and pong tables etc.
small interview rooms for hopeful
And all of this most be acemployers.
companied by a more realistic
This would leave McElroy with understanding of the hours stua good number of rooms that dents keep in actual fact. It
could be redecorated and furn- seems ridiculous that a campus,
ished for student use. The smaller where students are studying at
offices along the South side of the all hours of the night, has no
first floor corridor could be con- facilities for eating and relaxaverted into lounges for studying, tion after 10:30.
small seminar or group meetings, The logical move would appear
and stereo rooms. These rooms to be new hours for McElroy Comshould be carpeted and furnished mons which would permit a sonot only with chairs and tables, cial life of even the mildest sort
but in some rooms desks and in this building. These hours
work tables. The third floor lounge should be midnight on weeknights
could be enhanced by a piano or and 1 AM on Friday and Saturday
?

The non-student activities now
housed in McElroy Commons, although they perform a most valuable function, should be moved
elsewhere on campus to help begin the business of providing a
full student life on this campus.
I am thinking primarily of The
Placement Bureau and the Institute of Human Sciences.
A possible solution to the problem of what to do with these offices would be to take advantage
dents, no progress will be made. of the classroom space to be pro- juke-box.
The office space now occupied
Students need and have a right vided by Higgins Hall and elimito expect a more pervasive nate one or two of the large by the Placement Bureau should
treatment of their extracurricuclassrooms in Lyons. Lyons 301 be used for something new at BC
namely, a game room. This
lar education.
or 201 would be ideal. The rooms
?

nights.
Perhaps some will say that this
emphasis on social life is not

of the administration's function. This may be the crux of the
whole problem
but it seems to
me that if the Jesuit powers-thatbe intend to give more than token
recognition to the often heard
phrase "the whole man" they
must admit that the social life is
rather a part oi the man.
When considering the opportunities to study, one place that offers the equivalent of silence is
Bapst. Here, though, the hours
are little better than the rest of
the campus. The eleven o'clock
closing time (compounded by the
often lamented practice of the
staff of asking people to leave
quickly
after the ten-thirty
chimes) discourages students who
would like to study late from
going there is the first place. The
basic hours should be extended
to midnight or one o'clock, and
flexibility should be encouraged to
extend this even later at prime
exam periods throughout the
year. Classrooms could also be
made available at these periods of
intense study for groups or classes
who want to make an effort at
group review of course material
during exam rush.
These are obvious changes that
could be made to make the beginning of a meaningful BC student life. Greater problems loom
in the future
for example, what
to do with the Dramatic Society
when the SAB exits in the fall.
And all of these suggestions need
development and thought. In the
practice there will surely be many
part

?

The Pilot Program: A Reflective Evaluation
by J. Vincent Hoskinson
The Honors Pilot Program has
weathered many a sneering look,
many a disgruntled department
chairman, many a Sheavian
chuckle, many a book and many
a crook. Almost two years ago,
the high and mighty winds of insult and outrage threatened to
capsize a boat whose sails had
been hastily constructed of tissue
paper and reputations, of heady
hopes and the rubber educational
souls of some twenty A&S fresh-

A first statement, found in the needing a special competence are of the Existentialists was never
Preliminary Report of the Honors being treated.
even hinted at.
Office and available to faculty
The response of the faculty to
Another fault of the program
members, is of interest:
this
to
the
course
the lack of communications
report
and
was
The Program is experimental;
(a rather common problem at
and, for its success, it will be es- itself was, for the most part,
sential that faculty not only from unfavorableand betrayed an unBC) between its real teacher>the disciplines involved (English, willingness to respond creatively the Office of the Honors Direchistory, theology, philosophy) but to the challenge of participation
tor and its advisers?and those
from the College of Arts and Sci- whatever one's viewpoint might
took
the
generally
involved. Second year students
ences generally, interest them- be. Criticism
caustics,
and,
form
of
classroom
in
were handed three different sylselves its conduct and progress.
The most useful form that this in- almost immediately, personality labi last semester, and we are
feuds and bitter departmental
as yet uncertain as to what
rivalries enmeshed the controcredits in what subjects and
versy into a tangle which was
applying to what c«re requiremost imgerniane to reasonable
ments the course offers.
and responsible flunking.

-

The course itself
a two-year, The true surprise is that, in the
42-credit jumbo assortment has midst of such unfair surroundings,
been mildly successful. Even after the course has been so successits trial year, eminent outsiders, ful. It was very hastily put towho had been asked to evaluate gether in the late summer months
the course through an examination of 1964, and it failed to receive
of the students involved, assented constructive criticism by the fato its usefulness. Richard R. culty". Criticism implies something
Niebuhr heartily applauded. From more than immediate opposition.
John Finley, Classics professor at It is the duty of the critic to seek
Harvard, came the voice of re- information, to be fully aware and
strained enthusiasm. In a com- interested in the development of
munication to Mr. Albert Folkard, the questioned object, to make a
resonable and responsible judgHonors Director, he wrote: "I.
compliment you on your achieve- ment, to offer suggestions if posment and wish you well in further sible, and to publish his results. problems.
flights." It is possible that minds In the heat of the early debate no
But the important point I wish
did indeed soar to or above ex- such critic arose.
to make is that something has
pectations. As a participant in the
Due to this lack of a healthy to be done. It is embarrassing
program, I believe that, in gen- critical atmosphere, the course? to admit to students of other
eral, students benefitted from and, I might add, the Honors universities that there is no
such a loosely constructed survey Program itself and, indeed, BosBoston College student union and
of Western civilization and that ton College as a cohesive intellec- indeed no place for student
our experience has been definately tual community
anticipates an meetings or activities after
widened and our sense of human uncertain future. I propose a 10:30 in the evening.
problems deepened. Nevertheless, meeting, at the end of the present
All of this points up the acute
the course perhaps flew too high. semester, of all those involved? position in which the university
The syllabus was too bulky (a students, discussion leaders, lec- finds itself. More space is needed
common criticism by all of the turers, supporters and opponents for many things, but before this
examiners), and the lectures ?to discuss the future direction can be supplied a means of obgiven by specialists to the second- of the coure. Critical discussions taining a fuller utilization of existyear student, stemming from an such as this should form an es- ing facilities must be found.
attempt to be inclusive, were sential feature of academic life.
And this fuller utilization will
sometimes exclusive of significant For a university must be a com- have to be based on a new philspecific facts and, at times, of munity embodying various view- osophy of student needs and demajor personalities: for example, points discussed openly and criti- sires than has been at all evident
the existence of Shakespeare and cally.
(Continued on Page Eight)
?

?

.

"In the interest of making you a well-rounded individual, we've substituted Badminton 031 for that course you wanted in your major."
men. Since then, only an occa- terest can take is for the Arts and
sional heated snore-has disturbed Sciences faculty to make critithe balmy shores of Modern Man: cisms and suggestions with regard
the Cultural Tradition.
to the content and technique of
To properly evaluate this
course, which purports to study
contemporary society from its
roots in Athens, Rome and Ur,
ft is necessary to first reconsider and attempt to disentangle
the complex of currents that

the

course.

The Honors Director and staff
are prepared to listen to all
points of view and the faculty is
invited to attend any discussion
periods they find of special interunderlines and undermined in- est to themselves!. It is the intenitial discussion in September of tion of the Honors staff to request
faculty assistance when matters
1964.

?

?
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Jhuonwir eview:

?It Gives A Person Pause?
by Phil

DeBelardino

In doing a musical such as Camelot, one is immediately faced with an undeniable problem?the script: Alan Jay Lerner is a competent adapter provided his
original source was worth adapting or when he keeps the greater part of his original source such as in My Fair Lady.
In Camelot, Lerner uses enough
of Theodore H. White's The Once
and Future King to remind us of
just how much of the brilliant
work was lost in adaptation.
Camelot is a poor choice for a
musical and an even poorer
choice for a Junior Show. The
Junior Interclass Council seems
to have forgotten the main purpose of the show. To this reviewer, at least, the Junior Show has
always meant a witty fun-filled
evening in a skeleton storyline allowing characters to supposedly
flub their lines with the skimpiest
scenery money couldn't buy.
This year's Junior Show, like

comments and concentrate on
the performance itself.
Camelot was undoubtedly one of
the most impressively executed
student productions BC has seen
in quite some time. Student Director and Scenic Designer Frank
Mitton has handsomely mounted
the famed Broadway musical with
a talented cast of 65 and the
most breathtaking scenery and
costumes (by Ann Home) Campion will ever see.
Much of the show's success belongs to the leading performances.

Nancy Collins, as Guenevere, is,
in short, a dream. This is an especially creditable accomplishthis year's Junior Class Skit and ment in view of Alan Jay Lerlast year's Sophomore Skit, emner's limited characterization of
phasized mainly the elaborateGuenevere in his script. Miss Colness and precision of the physilins has a distinctly appealing
cal aspects of the production. voice which added grace and style
Yet, despite my disappointments to Camelot's witty lyrics.
with the choice of the show, I
David Horgan was excellent
will desist from my acerbic
as the idealistic and sufFering

Arthur. His pleasant singing
voice rang of a slightly Burtonesque tone, which was all to
Mr. Morgan's credit.
? Stephen Lowe was equally impressive if not hilarious as King
Pellinore, a character vaguely resembling one named Stephen
Lowe. Mr. Lowe, through his own
unique personality and of course,
with more than a helping hand
from the script, delivered the funniest lines, giving the evening its
precious few lighter moments.
Ray Sarno was the surprise
(though not to Ray) of the evening. His Mephistophelian-Batman
expressions and movements nearly stole the evening.
Another surprise, at least for
this reviewer who has always
come to know Miss Connie Curran
from these two dimensional pages
of the Heights, was her welcomed
transformation into a three dimensional portrayal of Morgan Le
Fey, the wickedly playful seductress of sorts with an obvious
monopoly on all the available eye
shadow, makeup and sparkle
available to such a beauty in
those crude medieval days.
Considering Terrence Dwyer
as Launcelot, one can only surmise that apart from an endless
infatuation with his hands and
fingertips, his vocal ability,
though not properly suited to
the demanding tenor specified
by the role, far outshone his
half-hearted attempt to make
the character plausible.
And then of course there is

,

SubTurri

Photo

JENNY AND THE BOYS
Knight and day, you are the one.

ig
LaNeD'Antan

by Pete

Carol Fiorentino, an underrated
ball of talent, who provided the
best staged and most moving
scene of the evening. With an incredibly lucid and perfectly
Osmond pitched voice Miss Fiorentino, as
the spirit Nimue, lures Merlin
away from Camelot with the the full pageantry of Arthur's
court was caught in the impressive knighting ceremonies, fol-

The Honors Program
In the past months, we have
witnessed change at Boston College. The reduction in required
courses in Philosophy and Theology, the reduction and redistribution of basic core courses, the
institution of a Pilot Program in
Liberal Arts, Senior Interdisciplinary Seminars and Graduation
Essays for students in the A&S
Honors Program, and, most recently, the adjustment of the situation in the Food Services has
been greeted in many cases with
enthusiasm and hope that Boston
College is at last maturing, at
last coming to grips with the real
world. Is this really the case? Is
the new philosophy of education
an advancement? Two instances
might lead the observer to reply
negatively: the A&S Honors Program and the new Curriculum.
A new Pilot Program, a blend
course to comprise and cut across
the fields of Philosophy, Theology,
English and History was instituted in 1964-65. A team of interviewers headed by Professors
Richard Niebuhr and John Finley
examined the nineteen freshmen
involved and concluded as follows.
Nine of the nineteen freshmen
were not operating at honors level. The students performed well

SubTurri Photo by

with regard to literature, but
".
did not seem to be so much
at home in the philosophical literature and even more ill at ease
with the theological." No mention
of history was made. In the opinion of the examiners, the topics
were too many, some of the reading list was "too diffuse," and
others "too ambitious." The students read "many things vaguely," instead of"a few things
well." Yet the final comment of
both Finley and Niebuhr is favorable: "A record in which the
Committee ought to take pride,"
"I compliment you on your
achievement." The relation of the
facts to the conclusions seems
somewhat incongruous.
Happily this situation has been
rectified. The Pilot Program on
the sophomore level this year is
taught under topics and by quest
lecturers, with a reading list reduced in numbers but equally diffuse. It seems very difficult to

..

cover a topic such as imperialism
or scientific revolution in a lecture in a discussion period, but
the Honors Program has demonstrated that it can be done. Additionally, two freshman sections of
the Pilot Program have been instituted, half of those members

by David Rice

are humanities or social science
majors. It appears that the one
justification of the Pilot Program,
that it would fill a gap in liberal
education for science majors, is
no longer applicable.
The conclusion and solution is
obvious: There must be intensification of Departmental Honors
Programs in which the promising
student will be allowed to do his
work in peace without interference from those who do not share
his goals.
A subject of more general interest, however, is the new A&S
Curriculum. Entering freshmen
were presented with a program
comprising 38 one semester courses, 22 of which were to be spent
in the core curriculum, while at
least six and no more than ten
of the sixteen free electives were
to consist of courses in the major
field. If one were to compute the
ratio of semester hours spent in
the core courses in relation to the
total number of hours in the entire curriculum, and then compared that with a similar ratio
in the old curriculum, one would
find that the student would have
to spend more than half of his
total hours in the core courses in
(Continued on Page Nine)

Pete Osmond

"And fidelity is only for your mate, hah!"
show's best song, Follow Me.
tions; yet, one could have expectOne may say that out of a des- ed something better than dissonert full of Lerner cliches, Direc- ant, if not to say, hilarious retor Mitton has further managed placement by a potpourri of wind
to create a few exciting, if not instruments to give the soleful
professional, scenes in a highly renditions of How To Handle A
difficult musical.
Woman and If Ever I Would
Besides the aforementioned Leave You, a special air of dime
Follow Me scene, Mr. Mitton store tin horns, if not worse.
achieved success with a highly
Grandiose in conception and
spirited rendition of The Jousts,
production, the Junior Show was
which maanged to bring to our
an achievement which will be
grateful attention another
remembered as one of the most
charmer named Margie Duffy;
beautiful student shows ever

lowed by the four flags alternately, and most effectively blotting out the face of the saddened Arthur and of course the
stirring finale between Arthur
and the boy-would-be-knight. As
much as I would like to go on
about Camelot's virtues, those
deadly faults do rear their ugly
heads, prominently.
The most glaring faux pas that
comes to mind is the almost ludicrous rendition given the score by

presented. One regrets that such
efforts were not bestowed on a
more appropriate vehicle.

EGGER

. ..

(Continued from Page Seven)
in the past. The claim of some
administrators that these problems can wait for ultimate solutions is entirely false.
For though the Jesuit community may be here forever we,
the students, struggle through
only four years. And what we
see of Boston College in these
a listless and uncoordinated or- years will shape both our munifichestra. One realizes that concence to it in later years and
ductor Bert Parcels could hardly to some extent our attitude tohave imported the necessary ten ward the future of Catholic edustrings for the proper orchestracation.

The Charles Playhouse
presents

"THE TYPISTS &
THE TIGER"
by

MURRAY SHISGAL
(Author of "LUV")

Now through May 15th
Tel. Res. LI 2-3325

?
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Movie Review:

Dr. Zhivago
From

the Siberian birches sag away from each other for ary who far outshines anything
Martin Balsam has done to deserve an Oscar. His driving poi>
trayal of the revolutionary type
is extremely credible.
The problem of being a politi-

passing the seasons on the cre- most of the movie.
dits until the cast is washed They list Omar Sharif seventh
down the face of the power dam on the playbill and that is just
at the end, Dr. Zhivago flows off
about where his performance
the % screen in a torrent of passion should be ranked. He must play
that at first leaves the viewer
in agreement with the fantastic
press the movie has received

But after a little consideration,
Dr. Zhivago appears as more of
a masterful manipulation of vast,
beautiful landscapes and a marvelous supporting cast by director David Lean.
Lean has made It a habit to
use gigantic settings and ex-

tremely competent, though not
necessarily "big name," performers to produce a film that
is impressive. But this time the
subject matter far outdistances
the cinematic efforts in content and s-",ope. The result is
a very good movie, but nothing in the class of Lean's masterpieces "Lawrence of Arabia" and "Bridge on the River
Kwai."

field of the book from which he
worked and the result is a fast
plot that has too many rough
spots and complete holes. Bolt's
efforts would have been far superior if he had confined himself
to a smaller field. The actual
background of the revolution as
a setting for a love story, which
is balanced by Bolt early in the
movie, is not kept in the proper
proportion and these two ideas

in the wheatfields ranks as one

Julie Christie's sexual appeal
is far more prominent than her
acting ability in Zhivago, but
some
of the responsibility must
short in duration and basically
meant to be a filler, Willman's be shared by Bolt's script and
performance is one of the Lean's directing. She seems to
be watching the action but not
really caring what goes on.
The other two notables balance each other off: Alex Guinness is disappointing as the
revolutionary half-brother of
Yuri while Ralph Richardson is
excellent as Uncle Alexander.
Lean contends that most of the
real quality in a movie is the
result of good editing and without a doubt the editing in this
movie was tremendous
the
sharp breaks of background scenery add tremendously to the appearance and tempo. Without a
doubt the scenes of Finland and
Spain would make any travelog
jealous. When Maurice Jarre's
Oscar-winning soundtrack is laced through the plot the resulting
shadows and overtones to the
tune of the balalaikas almost
make the movie worth seeing as
Photo Courtesy M-G-M just a travelog.
of the few really excellent moments in the movie. Although

?

?

Robert Bolt's script has attempted to encompass the entire

by Daniel J. Connolly

DR. ZHIVAGO
Scones that would make a travelogue jealous.
the sensitive poet, but he seems cal chameleon fell to Rod Steig- most deserving of the viewer's
to be far too high in the clouds er and his work is the only other attention.
for the majority of the movie in top-notch job by a major charThe women in Yuri's life? They
order to fully understand what acter. His Komarovsky should are both disappointing! Geraldine
is going on around him.
make Sharif blush for his bumb- Chaplin (Tonya) brought her faling efforts as Zhivago.
The most superb performther's name to the movie, and
ances of the movie belong to
Noel Wiliman is the Political not much else. Somehow one sees
Tom Courtenay, Rod Steiger,
Commissar of the Forest Brothher in an English garden waitand Noel Wiliman.
erhood and his confrontation ing for tea; but in Moscow durCourtenay (Pasha/StrelnikoV) with Yuri after the slaughter ing the Russian Revolution? Not
is a very convincing revolution- of the boys of the White Guards quite!

The University Chorale
of Boston College
presents

An Evening
of Music
ROBERTS CENTER

MAY 8, 1966
8 P.M.
Dr. G. Alexander Peloquin

Conductor
Laudate Dominum
Charpentier
Sonata for Flute
Handel
Solo: Deborah Bessonney
Sleepers Awake
Bach
Concerto for Trumpet
Haydn
Solo: John Trapani
March of the Peers
Sullivan
Three Preludes
Gershwin
Solo: Philip Mar+el
Porgy and Bess Medley ...... Gershwin
INTERMISSION
The Sound of Music
Rodgers
Edelweiss
Climb Every Mountain
West Side Story Medley
Bernstein
Song of Daniel
Peloquin
Cantor: Terrence Dwyer
College Songs
ADMISSION: Students $.50; Adults $1.00

Although the production of
the movie, the scenery and music, the supporting cast and the
actual appearance of the movie are superb, the performances of the major characters
completely neutralize any shining attributes the movie possesses. "Zhivago" will continue
to draw the people in droves,
but it is questionable whether
it will survive as a truly great
cinematic accomplishment.

Sullivan
(Continued from Page Five)

Church will shift on this issue for
pragmatic considerations as it
has oh other issues in the past,
secure in the knowledge that some
theologian or other will be able
to justify the change.
Surely, all factors will be
weighed. But the shape of the fu-

ture seems determined. Should
the papal statement come and
should it be negative, it will
simply mean another eminently
Roman delay. The question is no
longer whether the Roman CSiurch
will change its teaching on birth
control, but how soon the change
will come.

Heights' Features articles do

necessarjly represent the
opinion of the Editorial Bd.
not

Features Editor, Janice Kolar, found this pie in her desk. She cannot
remember what it is but knows it is something sentimental. If anyone
thinks he can identify it, please contact Miss Kolar.
Photo

by

Ed Amento

Rice
front Page Eight) in that. Is the substitution of
the new basic liberal core, and rigid diversificationfor rigid scholasticism really a liberalizing of a
that the reduction in core courses
student's academic program?
was merely 3% (54% in old curI would like to suggest a difriculum, 51% in new), and twenty- ferent arrangement of the stufour semester hours were lost by dent's curriculum. A student
the reduction from 138 to 114 would take five courses each sehours in the total curriculum. It mester for four years. One block
might be argued, however, that in each year would be given over
the diversification of courses in to Philosophy/Theology. Perhaps
the core was a liberalizing fac- the first two years in Theology
tor. It seems a very risky busi- would be given over to courses
ness to measure liberalism, an in scripture and comparative Ecattitude of mind, an approach to clesiology, the last two years to
knowledge, by the index of a electives on the upper division
course in this field and a course and graduate level.
(Continued

There may well be need for enculturation and response patterning when one is a child, but
it does not seem in the liberal
spirit for a university to seek
hberalism by trying to mold or
pattern an individual in the light
of its own preconceived notions
of what the well-rounded man
ought to be. Perhaps if we were
a bit more careful in defining
what our educational philosophy
should be, and what the term liberal or the term specialized is,
we might not have fallen into the
pit of the present curriculum.
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Fiore, A
Jhn ll-American
Boston College was truly privileged to have Ail-American athletes in both
hockey and basketball this year. There is one other genuine Ail-American competing for B.C. though and he earned this honor not with a hockey stick nor with a
soft, looping jump shot. His name is John Fiore and he specializes in throwing a
16 lb. hammer further than most men can throw a baseball.
in the Greater Boston Track Meet
he scored a first in the hammer,
events for the B.C. track and a third in the shot, and a fifth
field squad for the past three in the discus to add nine big
years. He throws the hammer, points to the B.C. cause. Between
the shot, and the discus and Big John and soph Jim Kavacan usually be counted on to naugh. B.C. is practically assured
of dominance in the weight events
score in all three events.
This past Tuesday, for instance, in any meet it enters.

Flore, a senior in A&S, has
been the big man in the weight

John, who's a pre-med major,
came to B.C. by way of Classical
High School in Providence, where
he earned All-State honors in football (as a tackle) and in track
at the shot, discus, and hammer.
Naturally, when graduation time
rolled around the college scholarship offers began to pour in. Holy
Cross, Brown, and Vale, as well
as 8.C., eagerly sought the serv-

ices of the muscular Mr. Fiore.
John finally decided on B.C. because he liked the pre-med program here and he knew that in
Bill Gilligan, B.C. had a fine
track coach under whose tutelage
he could develop.
Fiore at 511" is not particularly tall, but he packs a solid THEY CALL THE WIND MARIA
and they call the river Charles,
225 lbs. over a stocky frame. In and BC's sailing team is using both the, wind and the river to test their
sophomore year, he says, he skills in preparation for the New England Dinghy Championship to be
felt that he was too short for held May 7-8 at Edgewood, R.I.

...

John Fiore

Baseball Squad Cops
Victory Over Friars
By Reid Oslin
Sports

Editor

A lack of bats paid off for the
Boston College baseball team at
Providence last Sunday.
The team brings about two
dozen bats on road trips, but due
to breakages in batting practice
and the early innings, they finished
up with 13, and most of the players were deprived of their favoritejs.

It really didn't matter, however,
as the Eagles scored five times in
the last four innings and beat the
Friars, 5-1.
Ed Foley picked up the victory
as he pitched up a four-hitter,
striking out seven and walking
only one}.
First baseman Billy Kitley
was the hitting star as he

The host Friars jumped off to
a 1-0 lead in the fourth inning on
a single by Leo McNamara, a
walk to Steve Seradnik and a run
scoring hit by Jim Petteruti.
BC came back to take a 2-1 edge
in the sixth on singles by Kitley,

easy ball game," remarked BC
coach Eddie Pellagrini later,
"but it was a big win. Not only
did it give us a 7-1 record, but
Providence is a team outside of
the Greater Boston League, and
this one could mean a lot later
on in the season."

7 days a week.

All equipment supplied.

AY 2-5818
WILDERNESS
CANOE TRIPS

?y R.giit.r.d M«in* Guid»».
Writ* for f<jld«r:
AUA«ASH RMION TUPS
?OUHAM. MAINE

earlier.

.

..

naugh.

After graduation he hopes to go
med-school or on to grad
school to earn a Master's in biology. Schools he's interested in
include Marquette and Berkeley
for med-school and Syracuse, UCLA, and B.C. for grad school. In
any event, John Fiore is a true
All-American-athlete, scholar, and
gentleman-and is sure to do B.C.
proud as a grad in the future
as he has as an athlete in the
to

Miss Horton posted the best recfulfills this requirement
ord of the team with nine victorThe fencing team is under the
ies and three defeats. Other team
direction
of Mrs. Lillian Alyward.
members were Helen Berlandi,
5-7, Ellen McKendry, 2-7, and al- She was assisted by Karl Kunz of
the MIT varsity fencers.
ternate Jean McLaughlin, 1-2.
The team completed a very successful season with the Brandeis

meet.

SUMMER
JOBS
AVAILABLE

goAls

Personal objectives are about
as varied as viewpoints on
what constitutes success.
Consciously or not, a man's
goals are modified from time
to time. Even so, the man who
can set his sights early and
stay on course is a good deal
better off than the man who
wavers.

Having the opportunity to
work independently and develop your resources to their
fullest potential may fit in
with your career objectives.
If so, you should investigate
thefield of life insurance sales
and sales management. The
business offers many challenges, and Provident Mutual
can give you an early start by

beginning your training in our
Campus Internship Program
for college students.

Career Opportunity

i

I

The Boston College freshman several local matches.
women's fencing team, led by capFreshman and sophomore
tain Kathi Horton, placed fourth girls in the School of Education
in the first New England Women's are required to take a course
Intercollegiate Team Championin physical education and in the
ships at Brandeis University.
case of sophs, joining the team

past.

College graduate with high I.Q. who has
leadership background. Must be ambitious,
self confident, have Imagination and be interested in people. Also must desire individual independence and accept challenge
of an opportunity to earn an annual income
in excess of $15,000. All inquiries confidential. Application may be obtained by writing P.O. Box 270, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

Scuba Diving Classes

Women's Fencing Team
Ends Successful Year

effort. I've never felt as proud
There was increased interest in
to be a member of a team as
the team this year, as witnessed
Ed Hockenbury and Foley, a I did then."
by the fine performances given in
base-on-balls to Ed McEalney and
As for the future, John is looka sacrifice fly by Ed O'Neill.
ing forward to the New EngThe Eagles added two more land championships which will
runs in the sixth as Mickey Amick be held on May 21 at B.C. After
drew a walk and scored on Fred that John will get ready to dePrifty's 410-ft. triple off the cenfend his NCAA crown at Bloomter field fence. Prifty later scored ington, Indiana in mid-June. Interestingly, Fiore feels he might
on another single by Kitley.
Kitley's homer in the ninth proget his toughest competition in
these meets from his teammate
duced the game's final run.
and close friend, Jim Kava"You couldn't say it was an

The only adverse part of the
afternoon was the fact that BC
rapped out 3 safeties, includleft 13 men on base, eight of
ing a towering homerun over them in the first three innings.
the 335ft. sign in right center Maybe if they had run out of bats
field.

both the discus and the shbtput
and decided to concentrate on
the hammer. He began to develop the special combination of
speed and strength, balance and
coordination, that has made him
the great hammer-thrower he
Is.
Looking back on his collegiate
track career, John says his biggest thrill would have to be that
NCAA championship victory in the
hammer throw last June at Berkeley, California. John won the
event with a throw of 20010", his
best effort to date. Next to this,
one of the biggest thrills for the
big blond was B.C.'s 75-74 victory
over Northeastern in a duel meet
just two weeks ago. John explains,
"Northeastern had won 28 straight
meets, both indoors and outdoors,
and beating them was a real team

It might pay you
to find out more.

SIMON F. FAHEY
Manpower Inc. the world's
largest temporary help organization has summer openings for
thousands of college men. You'll
be doing healthy and interesting
general labor work at good pay.
Call or visit the Manpower office
in your home city. We're listed

in the white pages of the tele-

phone directory.

MANPOWER

OVER 400 OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Campus Unit Supervisor
79 Milk Street
Boston, Mass. 02109
HU 2-5040

PROVIDENT
MUTUALMHLIFE
-mtUMNCIcouraxr

OF

fhikoilphia

« century of dedicated service
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THsarvGckdBC eet;
Boston College Team Is Second
A team named Harvard and a runner named David Hemery stole the
show at the sixth annual Greater Boston Collegiate Track Meet held Monday
and Tuesday at the Jack Ryder Memorial track at Alumni Stadium.
The Crimson rolled up 114 points in the 18-event meet to take first,
ahead of Boston College, which had 58 xh. Northeastern (47) was third, Boston
University (33V2) fourth, Tufts and MIT tied for fifth with eight points apiece,
and Brandeis was last with one.

-

shot put competition with a toss
of 51-3, and Fiore was third at
49-7.
Kavanaugh also took second and
Fiore fifth in the discus.
Harvard's Chris Pardee captured three field events, the high
jump, broad jump and triple jump
to
lead all competitors.
In his last performance of the
The Johns piled up 56 points in
day, Hemery scampered to a
47.5 quarter mile as anchor man the field events, while Boston ColIn the mile relay to salvage lege had 25^.
second place for the Terriers.
Bill Norris was the top runner
for BC. He set a track record of
4:14.0 in the mile to eclipse the
old record set by Phil Jutras last
Hemery won the 440 yd. intermediate hurdles with a time of
52.5 seconds. He later turned in
a 14.2 performance in the 120-yd.
high hurdles to take another gold
medal. This time equaled the existing meet record, but was disallowed because of a gusty wind.

...

Heights Photo by Tom Stellato

In the freshman competition,
Northeastern swept to honors
with 91| 2 points. Harvard was
second with 89>/2 and BC's 35
placed third.
The Eaglets collected two first
places in the frosh meet. Bob

.

Bastille tied Northeastern's Fred
Scribner at 0:58.3 in the 440-yd.
intermediate hurdles and John
Casey leaped six feet to head the
high jumpers.

year.

WATCH OUT ABOVE
as track team member Mike O'Neill uncorks
Norris also came up with a trea hefty javelin throw in the qualifying round of the Greater Boston
mendous performance in the two
Collegiate track meet last Monday.
mile run to take third place. He
went into the final lap in fifth
position, but sprinted the entire
way to make up a lot of ground.
The winner of the two mile test
was BU's George Starkus; who
established a track record of
McCarthy
hit
yards
per
punt;
covered
the
16.6
9:14.8
in the process. The record
nearly
The hail
ball on Brendan's arm as he 103 yards on threeboots. Passers was formerly held by Norris.
In Monday's field events,
churned for his fifteenth carry of Thomas and DiVito had a 50-50
the day. For a spring game, last day but the rushing backs showed again John Flore and Jim KaThursday's climax of Spring foot- the strong returning squad to be vanaugh were the big men for
the Eagles.
ball practice proved a generally in as good shape as ever.
un-spring-hke day all around. The
QuestJonmarks for next season In the hammer throw, Fiore
Maroons won, 43-7.
are tackle Dick Powers (knee), had a toss of 193 ft. 6«6 in. to
Twenty sessions of practice had quarterback-safety John Blair take first, while Kavanaugh's 176readied both Maroon and White, (knee), and halfback Paul Delia- -5% merited second.
Kavanaugh took top honors in
next season's starters and substi- villa.
tutes, for everything but the
weather. Sophie-he Dave "The
Dart" Thomas uncorked the
hoped-for passing arm in the drier
Maroons
Whites
Maroons Whites
Offense
16
LE
P. Cavanagh First Downs
9
second half for a respectable 6- O'Nell

Football Practice Ends
With Inter-Squad Tilt

Spring Game Stats

Horman

ot-14.
Sidelined John Blair, recover
tag from knee surgery, watched
White signal-caller Joe DiVitr
feed off to freshman halfback
Dave Bennett for eighty yards
in 12 carries.
The first-half weather accounted
for most of the Maroon Eagles'

success.

McCarthy's

arkisian

"RE

Gallup

QB

Thomas
Erwin
DeLeonardis

RHB
RHB
FB

McCarthy

Maroons
Persln

Defense
LE
LT

Shepard
Stetz
Ragosa

MG
RG

one-yard Kutz

RE

plunge at 6:21 of the opener was Andrachik

his sixth carry of the Thomasdirected march.
White fullback Bill Donovan's
36 yards in five carries threatened
the Maroon defense until a DiVitoJim Lepore fourth down pass went
incomplete. Marooned Terry Erwin went off left tackle (Kerry
Herman) and ran 22 yards for
their second score.
It was evident early in the third
that the departure of the Eagles'
defensive backfleld at the end of
last season will hurt; Dave "The
Dart" Thomas opened the third
quarter with 17- and 9-yard passes
to Erwin and John Egan, within
four minutes of each other.
The Maroons had practically no
problems after the third period bombs. A safety of a dropped
punt, a 90-yard Dick DeLeonardis
jaunt off left guard, and another
McCarthy dive capped the "hometeam's" success.
Coach Lee Beyer's Whites, the
third, fourth, and sixth strings,
snowed admirable spirit all
through the game. Frosh back
Bennett raced 38 yards on a
sideline scoring play late in the
third and kicker Donovan converted for the White points.
The kicking game, considering
the weather, showed few surprises
and a few disappointments. Joe
DiVito's average in five tries was

Lipson

LLB
RLB
LCB
LS
RS
RCB

Carlyon

Kuharich
Graham Passing
Pierandri
Connors
Thomas
Marzetti
Sub: Maroons: Marzetti, Corrigan. Giardi
Salmon
Giardi

Grace, Violante, Spellacy, Carroll,
Markey, Nevard, Martin, Hazlln, Receiving
Gallup
Sullivan, Egan, Hunt, Petruzziello.
Gurry, Borababy,
Whites:
Mc- Erwin
Geogheghan, Toof, J. Cavanagh, Toof
Egan
Zailskas, Graziano, Roccia, Froelich, Schneider, Norton, Daniels,
Rushing
Townsend.
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LePore

Make a date through

Yds.
.72

TD
2

No.
3
1
1

Yds.
30
17
16

TD
0
1
0

1

33

0

0
0

.

QcliZcl
mate*
..
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C-A
6-14
0-1
0-1

HEY THERE! HOLD ON A MINUTE.
If the idea of computer-matched dates intrigues
but you feel you're too old for campus-based
li iHiil you
you'll be happy to hear there is now a
services,
II
#1
mjf X service EXCLUSIVELY for men 22 and over, and
\u25a0 i wm
1 women 20 and over. Its name is DATA-MATE. And.
you can find out ail about it
\u25a0
no obligation, of
course
by sending your name and address to
!\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 DATA-MATE,
80 Boylston Street, Boston 02116.

If

?

?

BO Boylston SL, Boston,

(Mrnsß.

Mass. 021 16 I

0
0

9
1
1
WHITES
No. plus minus Tot.
5
6
8
3
(-2)
2
4
6
12
83
4
79
0
58
11
58
0
13
3
C-A Yds. TD
3-21
61
0
No. Yds.
TD
2
28
0

DiVito
Maroons
6 7 16 14?43 Kane
0 0 7 o?7 Bennett
Whites
Donovan
Scoring: Maroons: touchdowns
McCarthy 2, Erwin 2, Egan, Dc- Zailskas
Leonardis; extra points
O'Nell 3, Passing
Kutz 2; safety.
DlVito
Whites: touchdown
Bennett: Receiving:
point
Donovan.
Cavanagh

|

141
61
202
3-21
1 DOWN

Collins Passes
Persuitte Intercepted by
LsPore Fumbles
5
2
2
DiVito Fumbles Lost
3
Bennett
MAROONS
Kane Rushing
No. plus minus Tot.
Donovan Erwin
34
10
39
5
7
118
DeLeonardis
118
0
Whites McCarthy
0
100
15
100
SKully Spellacy
4
0
17
17
Murphy Thomas
17
8
17
34
Kruger
6
34
15
Giardl
49
Kitlowski Marzetti
1
110
Pesapane
(-4)
1
0
4
Esposito Salmon
1
13
0
13
Grace
Duffy
3
5
0
Violante
5
McGovern Toof
2
8
0
8

RG
RT

lyland

319
72
391
6-16
3

Clemens Yards Rushing
Garofalo Yards Passing
Lavoie Totals Yardage

LT

LG
C

Kroner
Evans

...

Heights Photo by Tom Stellato

come Northoastera's ©lenn McDonald
THE HOME STRETCH
and BC's Kevin Brady in the 880-yd. trial run of the freshman division
of the GBC track meet. Both runners qualified for the finals in the event.

SUMMER JOBS
The Computing Center is accepting applications for a number of summer jobs at all
levels of experience (including trainees) in

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
COMPUTER OPERATING
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Applicants from all schools and classes are
being considered. Trainees will be given a
course in the Autocoder language at the
beginning of the summer.

Successful applicants will get direct experi-

ence during the summer on the University's
IBM 1401 Computer and will have an op-

portunity to work part-time during the coming school year. Seniors interested in fulltime jobs may apply. Student rates start at
$ 1.70/hour.

Forms are available in Gasson 206 or Gasson 21.

THE
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Baseball Team Chasing
Hub League Championship
By REID OSLIN
Sports Editor

The Greater Boston Baseball League championship
tion to the NCAA District 1 playoffs are within reach for
Eagles can win their next two games.
It will be no easy task, however, as the schedule
against Boston University tomorrow,afternoon at 2 p.m.
against first place Northeastern on Thursday.

and a possible invitaBoston College if the
includes home games
and a 4 p.m. contest

BC squeezed past the Terriers Other top nominees, although maining this season are Colby,
2-1 last Monday, while a 9-3 loss there are still several games re- Holy Cross and Brown.
to Northeastern stands as the
only setback for coach Edde Pellagrini's squad this season.
Ed Foley and Bill O'Brien are
starting pitcher candidates for
both games. Foley is unbeaten in
three starts, while O'Brien is 4-1.
Steady golfing by team captain
The heartbreaker for BC in this
Ron Girolimon will probably
get the starting nod for BU In Jim Kehoe paved the way to Bos- one for BC came as Kehoe shot
tomorrow's game. He scattered ton College's 4-3 victory over a 34-37?71, but bowed to Dartsix hits in losing to BC last Brown at the Charles River Coun- mouth's Kenny Kitowski, who
fired a 32-38?70.
try Club last Tuesday.
week.
opponent eight
Kehoe
beat
his
It is ironic to note that Kehoe
(.383)
Third baseman Jim Wood
up with seven holes left to play and Kitowski are neighbors in
is the Terrier's leading hitter.
Northeastern is the powerhouse to take the initial win in the Melrose.
team of this year's GBL. The match.
Another tough loss for BC came
Huskies swept through their first Other BC winners were Bill as Bill Kennedy carded a 75, but
five league games without a loss. Kennedy (3-1), Mike Loughran still was edged out.
The big man in Nil's lineup (one up) and Peter Sinnot, who
Holy Cross also took part in
is centerfielder Fred Kos, who bested his opponent on the twenti- Saturday's match, but did not
compete against BC.
has collected three, home runs eth hole.
Bud Sampson (2-1), Roy Semthis season, including a grand
Next Tuesday, the team trav(4-3)
slammer against Boston College pleski (3-2) and Jim Sterns
els to Pleasant Valley Country
edged
by
were
Bruins
linksmen.
in the team's first meeting.
Club in Sutton where they will
Things did not go quite so
Lefty Steve Grolnic is Northoppose Holy Cross and ProviHanover,
well
for
the
team
at
eastern's best pitcher. He has a
dence.
N.H.,
last Saturday, as they
5-0 record and a low earned run
Pleasant Valley is the same
double
match
to
Dartdropped
a
average.
course that hosted the Carling
In case Grolnic gets into trouble, mouth and Army.
Dartmouth trimmed the Eagles World Invitational Tournament
Northeastern coach Tinker Conlast summer.
nolly can call on fireballing re- 4-3, while Army won 5-2.
liefer Kevin Field, who is also
unbeaten in the GBL this year.
BC second baseman Frank
Riley, who is still hitting around

Eagle Golfers Defeat Brown,
But Fall Short in Twin Match

...

irS WHAT'S UP FRONT THAT COUNTS
but Harvard's Andy
Cahners seems to be more concerned with what's behind him as BC's
Chuck Zaikowski goes on to victory in the 440-yd. intermediate hurdles.
Action took place last Tuesday in Greater Boston Collegiate Track Meet.

H
HSopaielosrs' igh

For NE Dinghy Title
The Boston College sailing team will make up the crew for BC in
will assume the role of dark-horse "A" Division events, while Steve
as the New England Dinghy Hurley and Dick Aiello will handle
championships get underway to- the dinghy in "B" competition.
morrow at Edgewood, Rhode IsThere will be nine races for
land. The two day regatta is be- each division.
ing sponsored by defending New The Boston College sailors will
England and North American be racing in Beverly Dinghies,
titlist, University of Rhode Island. one of which is being supplied by
The favored teams in the event Brown University, and me other
are the host Rams and MIT. Rac- by U.R.I.
The Eagles qualified for the NE
ing will be held on Narragansett
Bay, with five races set tomorrow championship tests by {finishing
third in the Dartmouth Bowl, Held
and four on Sunday.
4
Emphasis in the regatta will be in New London, Conn. S
placed on the quality of long Other teams which qualified for
races, rather than a quantity of the weekend are Vale, Harvard,
Brown, Coast Guard, TUjfts and
short ones.
Individuals to watch in the Boston University.
\ t
racing will be Chuck and Art
Last weekend, the BC freshman
Payne of URI. Art teamed up
with Pete Green to take the crew finished second in the BU
championship last year, but Pentagonal Regatta held on the
Green has graduated and has Charles River Basin.
Pete Gingrass scored 28 points
been replaced by brother Chuck.
MIT has four qualified skippers to make him high skipper in the
for the event. Terry Cronberg and event, while Larry Logue had 20,
Don Schwan make up the first In compiling his total, Gingrass
tandem, but they may rotate with sailed to three first, one second
Chet Osborne and Joe Smullins. and one third place finishes.
Kevin Killea and Dan Cronhr

***

GBL

-

STANDINGS

Northeastern
Boston College
Harvard
Tufts
MIT
Boston U.
Brandeis

W
5
4
3

L
0
1

1
1

2
5
4

0

.1671

.000

LEADING HITTERS

(Through May
ab r
Riley. BC
4
13
15 2
Dunphy, NU
Bates, Bran.
13 4
P'ha'sn. MIT
11 3
Ryba. MIT
12 6
20 3
Wood. BU
19 2
Neild. BU
Hurwitz. NU
17 6
20 4
Tufts
Orpen. Tufts
Paster. NU
O'Neill. BC
Elias.

20

15
16

9
3
3

1)
h7 rbi3
8 10
6
1
5 3
5 3
8 1
7 2
6 4
7 5
7 2
5
6

avg.

.538
.533
.461
.455
.417
.400
.368
.353
.350
.350
4 .333
4

.333

PITCHING LEADERS
IP H
9

9
20
9
18
18

R ER BB SO W-L ERA
Lincoln, Harvard
10 0
12 1-ft 0.00
Grolnic. NU
4
1 0 8 12 1-0
0.00
Mcßobbie. Tufts
0.09
10 5 Z 8 13 1-1
Foley, BC

112 4 1-0
McCandlish. Harvard
12 3 3 4
5 1-1
O'Brien, BC
8 4 4 13 2-1
IS
6

the .400 mark is leading all
GBL batters.
If Boston College should win
both games, they will be in good
position to sweep the GBL crown.
In past years, the Boston winner
has received an invitation to the
NCAA playoffs, but the only automatic selection for the tournament is the Yankee Conference

winner.
A big factor in the selection
of a team for NCAA post-season
play is overall record, and BC,
with wins over Rhode Island,
Springfield, Dartmouth and Providence, should be a prime contender.

BatUmeH,nl 2-1,

As O'Brien Whiffs 12

Pet. \u25a0
1.000
.800
BC kept up hopes for the Great.750
.428 er Boston Baseball League cham.333' pionship by beating Boston Uni-

1
4

3

foArnthewaJd .A.

1.00
1.49

: BU got its lone run in the third
frame.
? Besides Anderson and McElaversity 2-1 at Auburndale Field hey, Ed O'Neill, Fred Prifty, Ed
Hockenbury and O'Brien had hits
last Monday.
The win made the Eagles 8-1 for the winners.
overall and 4-1 in GBL play. BU
has a 3-8 record.
i
Bill O'Brien went all the way
on the mound to pick up the win
Program
for the Eagles. He allowed only
Hockey coach John "Snooks"
four hits and struck out 12. BU's
Kelley announced last Tuesday
Ron Girolimon took the loss.
BC scored both runs in the that there would be no junior vareighth inning as Tom Anderson sity team at Boston College next
hit a long blast which struck a season.
tree in the outfield. Anderson
The fact was disclosed in a
got to third and scored as Ed McHugh Forum meeting for all
McElaney followed with a members of this year's varsity,
JV and freshman teams.
double.
Kelley said that he would take
The next batter, Frank Riley,
hit a sharp grounder to the Ter- 13 "full-time" players, while five
rier second baseman, who in turn other would dress for games on
made a wide throw to first en- a rotating basis.
Hockey practice will start in
abling McElaney to score from

2.00 second base.

Puck

HasRevision

October.

John Austin, Boston College's
first basketball Ail-American, was
named a recipient of another athe Harry Stein
ward recently
Memorial Trophy, emblematic of
?

New England's outstanding college
senior basketball player.
Stein was a top coach at both
CCNY and Brandeis before his
death in 1958. The award is sponsored annually in his memory by

Brandeis.

Other winners of the award include John Wendelken and Jack
Foley of Holy Cross, John Thompson, Lenny Wilkins and Johnny
Egan of Providence and Gerry
Ward of Boston College.
The presentation was made to
Austin by Emanuel (Foxy) Flemure, associate director of athletics at Brandeis and former assistant coach under Stein.

